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The Biggest Cyber Security Challenges on 
Phone 
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Abstract—this paper is part of the research to study and challenges of cyber security for smart devices at home. We have seen the 
development and demand for seamless interconnectivity of smart devices to provide various functionality and abilities to user . 
Current cyber security issues related to smart devices are discussed and analyzed. The paper begins with related background and 

motivation. Mobile malware has one of the mainissues in the smart device security. The mobile users can expect to see a striking 
increase in malware and notable advancements in malware-related attacks. We discuss and analyzed mobile malware in details 
and identified challenges and future trends in this area. Then we propose and discuss and integrated security solution for cy ber 

security in mobile to tackle the issues. 
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————————————————————

1INTRODUCTION 

Cyber security is the action of protecting information 

and data system. Cyber security plays a vital role in 

development of it as well as internet services. Add to cyber 

security and protecting Cyber security depends on the care 

that the people opinion, when they set up to maintain and 

use the computers on the internet. Cyber security spreads 

the physical protection between (both hardware and 

software) of personal information and technology resources 

from illegal gained via technologies. In this paper we are 

explaining the new trends of cyber security in mobile 

system. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this paper we disclosed or summarized various articles 

or journals regarding the cyber security and privacy. 

Safeties of facts are facts. For the cause of protection we 

divided the references subject matter clever. First we talk 

regarding attack, attacker and hackers. In 2d point we 

discuss concerning the new trends in cyber security which 

enables at ease our accountdifferent technique for attack 

detection and punctiliously about malicious attack 

detection. Phase four described the user virtualization can 

help day to day life and keep our efforts regarding space 

and green working. 

3 CYBERCRIME  

Cybercrimeis problem to a laptop and a community. The pc 

may additionally have been used inside the fee of a crime, 

or it may be the vacation spot. Cybercrime may also 

injustice a person or a country's protection and financial 

fitness. Problems encompassing those kinds of crimes have 

become excessive-profile, particularly those surrounding 

hacking, copyrightviolation, unjustifiable most violence, 

baby pornography, and child tend. There are also catch 22 

situation of privatives whilst classified records is prevent or 

post, equally or variously. As internet usage is developing 

daily the world is coming closer [2]. The world huge web 

sounds like a huge experience but especially one in every of 

its characteristics is bringing the arena closer making it a 

smaller region to stay in for its users. One of the first-rate 

approaches to avoid being a sufferer of cybercrimes and 

shielding your touchy facts is via utilizing impenetrable 

security that makes use of a unified machine of software 

and hardware to authenticate any facts this is sent or 

accessed over the internet hacking. 

 Theft 

 Cyber stalking 

 Identity theft 

 Malicious software 

 Child soliciting and abuse 

4 CYBER SECURITIES 

Cyber protection is the safety of computer structures from 

the theft and harm to their hardware, software or statistics, 

in addition to from disruption or misdirection of the 

offerings they provide. Cyber safety includes controlling 
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bodily get right of entry to the hardware, as well as 

shielding against harm that can come thru network get 

right of entry to, information and code injection 

additionally, due to malpractice via operators, whether or 

not intentional or unintended, it protection is vulnerable to 

being tricked into deviating from at ease processes through 

numerous strategies [3]. 

The sector is of developing significance due to the growing 

reliance on laptop structures and the internet, Wi-Fi 

networks including Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, the increase of 

"clever" gadgets, such as smart phones, televisions and tiny 

devices as a part of the net of things.Cyber protection is 

crucial because authorities, military, corporate, economic, 

and medical agencies gather, manner, and shop unheard of 

amounts of statistics on computers and other gadgets. A 

substantial portion of that fact can be touchy data, whether 

that is intellectual belongings, financial records, personal 

data, or other varieties of statistics for which unauthorized 

get admission to or exposure may want to have terrible 

results. Companies transmit sensitive facts throughout 

networks and to other gadgets inside the path of doing 

organizations and cyber protection describe the discipline 

dedicated to protecting that data and the structures used to 

process or store it.  

Because the quantity and class of cyber-attacks grow, 

agencies and companies, especially the ones which might 

be tasked with safeguarding statistics referring to national 

protection, fitness, or financial facts, needs to take steps to 

protect their sensitive enterprise and personnel facts[4]. As 

early as March 2013, the state’s pinnacle intelligence 

officials counseled that cyber-attacks and digital spying are 

the pinnacle chance to country wide security, eclipsing 

even terrorism. 

5 NEW TRENDS IN CYBER SECURITY 
5.1 Ransom ware Evolution 

Ransom ware is the bane of cyber security, it, records 

experts, and managers.Perhaps nothing is worse than a 

spreading virus that latches onto customer and enterprise 

data which can handiest be removed in case you meet the 

cybercriminal’s egregious needs. And commonly, the ones 

demands land within the loads of hundreds (if no longer 

millions) of dollar. Ransom ware assaults are one of the 

regions of cybercrime growing the quickest, too. The 

variety of assaults has risen 36 percentages this year (and 

doubled in value).Alas, those attacks aren’t fading with 

time. If something, they’re getting stronger. In 2013, there 

had been 500,000 malicious programs. In 2015, that quantity 

increased to 2.five million. Now in 2017, it sits at 3.five 

million [5]. And seventy seven percent of these programs 

are malware. 

 

Fig 1.1 2017 Android Sample Distribution 

In reality, 20 percent of agencies nevertheless don’t have a 

disaster restoration answer. Because of this that once a 

malicious attack comes — and it's going to — one-fifth of 

companies don't have any method or plan for convalescing 

information, packages, client statistics, servers, or 

structures.And 42 percent of the groups that do have a 

catastrophe recovery approach use a tape-based totally, 

outdated backup method. 

5.2AI Expansion  

Robots might be capable of assist shield in opposition to 

incoming cyber-assaults. Between 2016 and 2025, 

companies will spend almost $2.5 billion on synthetic 

intelligence to save you cyber-attacks. 

 

Fig 1.3 The Typical American household contains multiple 

connected devices. 
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Fig 1.2 the Future of A.I 

In different phrases, the most important problem with 

getting better from cyber-assaults is that protection 

professionals rarely get the hazard to deal with them right 

now.Given that synthetic intelligence doesn’t need to sleep, 

though, they can set protection systems against malwarethe 

moment it starts to down load.Developers understand 

artificial intelligence better than ever and the way to 

manipulate its workings. 

5.3 IOT Threats 

Most people are always plugged in. The significant 

majority of people in first-global nations have an iPhone in 

their wallet, a computer at work, a television at domestic, 

and a tablet in their automobiles.84 percentages of America 

households, for instance, have as a minimum one telephone 

[6]. Eighty percentages have as a minimum one computer 

or pc computer. Sixty eight percent have at the least one 

pill. And 39 percent have as a minimum one streaming 

device. 

The trouble is that each one of that interconnectedness 

makes customers highly liable to cyber-attacks. In truth, 

one take a look at found out that 70 percentages of IOT 

gadgets have serious protection vulnerabilities [7].In 

particular, insecure internet interfaces and information 

transfers, inadequate authentication methods, and a loss of 

purchaser safety know-how go away users open to attacks. 

5.4 Server less Apps Vulnerability 

Server less apps can invite cyber-attacks. In other phrases, 

you’re capable of manage what protection precautions you 

take to make sure the user’s facts remains private from 

identity thieves and different cybercriminals. With server 

less programs, but, security precautions are, by means of 

and massive, the responsibility of the person. 

 

Fig 1.4 Leading uses of server less architecture worldwide, as 

of 2016 

6 SOCIAL MEDIA IN CYBER SECURITY 
6.1 Having Your Identity Stolen 

Identification thieves collect personal records from social 

media sites. Even when you have your account on the highest 

safety settings, there are nonetheless methods for an 

identification thief to get your statistics. Most social network 

web sites have facts this is required, along with email address 

or birthday. It’s common for an identity thief to hack an e mail 

account by using social facts [8]. As an instance, a not unusual 

approach to get private statistics is by way of clicking on 

“forgot password” and trying to recover the records via 

electronic mail. As soon as the thief has get admission to for 

your e-mail account, they then have get entry to all information 

on your social networking web sites. 

6.1.1 Have a Strong Password 

The more potent your password, the harder it's far to bet. 

Use special characters like symbols and capital letters 

whilst growing your password. Also, don’t use 

“commonplace” passwords, like your birthday or your 

toddler’s name. 
6.1.2 Be Careful With Your Status Updates 

Frequently, we innocently post fame updates that might 

supply identification thief information they want to steal 

our identification. 

6.1.3 Don’t Reveal Your Location  

You can use a faux location or make one up from any other 

metropolis and nation. You can even be capable of leave 

this statistics blank. Be careful and in no way use a town 

and nation wherein you live.A majority of modern-day 

security protocols are employing asymmetric encryption. 
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Distribution of keysto combat an encryption, Could be 

required to adopt fixing complex mathematical problems 

like factoring huge primes that would consume 

astronomical amount of computing sources and time. 
6.2 Getting Your Computer or Social Profile Hacked 
Hackers love social networking, going proper to the supply 

to interject malicious code. The codes hackers use can steal 

your identification, inject viruses in your laptop, and 

impede bank account statistics, to call a few. Shortened 

URLs, inclusive of those created on bit. 
6.2.1 Hover over the Link 

If you hover over a link without clicking, you’ll see the total 

URL in the lower corner of your browser. If this is an 

internet site you apprehend, cross beforehand and click. 
6.2.2 Try a Link Scanner 

A hyperlink scanner is a website that lets you input the 

URL of a hyperlink you suspect might be suspicious to 

check for protection. 

6.2.3. Check Shortened Links 

A shortened link is popular on web sites like twitter where 

character duration topics. Some shortened hyperlink sites 

consist of bit. 

7 CYBER SECURITY TECHNIQUES 
Cyber safety is gaining prominence inside the light of 

growing wide variety of unauthorized attempts to barge 

into non-public information with the explicit goal of 

stealing the equal to intimidate or coerce customers into 

statistics blackmailing. 

7.1 Authentication  

This essential cyber security technique intends to verify the 

identification of person based totally on the credentials 

stored inside the safety area of the machine. The main 

venture encountered in authenticating manner is thwarting 

tries of unauthorized humans to snoop on the 

authenticating message. The password transmitted over an 

insecure medium is vulnerable to be intercepted via 

dishonest those who can use it to conceal because the 

original person. 
7.2 Encryption 

Encryption renders facts undecipherable without utility of 

a right key to liberate the identical. To combat an 

encryption, Could be required to adopt fixing complex 

mathematical problems like factoring huge primes that 

would consume astronomical amount of computing 

sources and time. Uneven encryption utilizes a public key 

to encrypt the message and a private key to decrypt the 

equal. A majority of modern-day security protocols are 

employing asymmetric encryption for distribution of keys 

7.3 Digital Signatures 

Digital signatures may be erected out of the same 

mathematical algorithms which might be employed in 

uneven encryption. This method is in essence the exact 

reciprocal of public key encryption and also capabilities on 

the belief that the authorized person most effective has the 

non-public key. 

7.4 Anti-Virus  

The threats of laptop viruses or undesirable brief packages 

that trigger undesirable commands without the explicit 

consent of person have assumed titanic proportions. Most 

viruses had been built to goal windows running gadget as 

its miles the most preferred computing platform of loads 

[9]. Apple and Linux users also can come below the attack 

of viruses exclusively built for such working structures. 

7.5 Firewall 

Firewalls effectively hinders any attempt of unauthorized 

get right of entry to a laptop while it is linked at the internet 

via hackers directly or via different network connections. 

Firewalls come bundled up with maximum operating 

systems and are became on by means of default. The assist 

of commercial firewalls may be sought if the safety degree 

of the default firewall isn't always strong enough or if its 

miles posing interference to valid network sports [10]. 

8 CONCLUSION 
Computer safety is a massive topic that is turning into extra 

crucial due to the fact. The world is turning into extremely 

interconnected, with networks getting used to carry out 

vital transactions. Cybercrime maintains to diverge down 

distinctive paths withevery new 12-months passes and so 

does the safety of the facts. The modern-day and disruptive 

technologies, alongside the brand new cyber tools and 

threats that come to light every day, are tough 

organizations with now not best how they secure their 

underpinning, but how they require new platforms and 

penetration to do so. There's no best solutions for 

cybercrimes but we ought to strive our degree first-class do 

limit them a good way to have a safe and comfy future in 

cyber space. 
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